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Abstract 
Tht s  paper introduces a n  oversampled subband ap- 
proach to linearly constrained minimum v a r i a m e  ndap- 
t ive broadband beamforming. T h i s  n e t h o d  is motivated 
by the considerable reduction in computa t ion  over  full- 
band imp lemen ta t ion  and result ing large computational 
co,mplexity when  fullband beamformers with high spatial 
and spectral resolution are required. W e  present  t he  
proposed subband adaptive beamformer s tructure,  dis- 
cuss advantages and l imitat ions of it: and c o m m e n t  on 
the correct projection of t he  constrai*nts in the subband 
domain.  In a s imulat ion:  t h e  proposed subband struc- 
tv.re is compared t o  a fullbarid adaptive beamformer,  
highlighting the benefit of our meth,od. 
1. Introduction 
In beaniforming, the task is to st.eer a sensor array 
towards a signal impinging from a certain direction, 
while interfering signals from other spatial a.ngles of 
incident are suppressed [2. 91. Fig. 1 shows a broad- 
band beamformer ~ where each discretely sampled sen- 
sor signal z,,,[n] is processed by a filter with coef€icient,s 
organized in a vector w , , ~ .  If the wavefronts of a sig- 
nal impinging from an angle d arrive delayed by integer 
multiples of AT a t  t.he AI sensors, the filters w,,, should 
re-align the wavefronts by iInplementing t,he a.ppropri- 
at,e (generally fract.iona1) delays. 
To perform beamformirig a t  high spatial resolution, 
generally FIR filters of considerable length are reqriired 
to accurately mat.ch fractiocal delays (81 which are nec- 
essary to align the differently delayed signitls at the 
summation point in Fig. 1 for const,ruct.ivc or destruc- 
tive int.erference. The resulting large complexity has 
motivated efficient. cornputat.iona1 methods, such as 
processing in the frequency domain [l] In this paper. 
IYC want to  evaluate subbarid techniques. whereby fil- 
teiing is performed in decimated frequency bands [7. 31. 
In the following. we first review linearly constrained 
minimum variance broadband beamformer s in Sec. 2.  
In Sec. 3 ive introduce the stxucture, components. and 
constraint design of the proposed subband adaptive 
beamformer (SXB) . Simulations and comparisons of 
the SXI3 to a fullband implementation are given in 
Sec. 4. 
2. LCMV Beamforming 
This section will provide a summary of adaptive lin- 
early constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beam- 
formers. in particular a version known as the general- 
ized sidelobe canceller. Of particular interest will be 
the selection of constraints. 
2.1. Structure and Formulation 
Fig. 1 introduced the structure of a general beam- 
former. Fur notat,ional convenience, the coefficients of 
the beaniforniirig filters w , , ~ .  m = O ( l ) M  - 1, are col- 
Fig. 1. Broadband beamformer. 
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lected in a single vector w, 
IYith a similar definition of a vector xL,l] n-hich contains 
all sensor input samples in the delay linc of the filt,ers 
w,,, [n] ,  the beamformer output e[n.] can be written as 
e[.] = wHx[n]. (2) 
The LCM\- problem is then given by 
wept = argmin w ~ R . ~ ~ w  
W 
subject to CHw = f , (3) 
where R,, is the covariance matrix built from the in- 
put. x(n]., C the const,raint matrix, arid f the constrain- 
ing vect,or. The dioicc! of C arid f will be commentcd 
on in Sec. 2.3. An analytic optimum Wiener solution 
for (3) can be derived [9]. iterative methods to deter- 
mine wOpt have been suggested, and include the Frost 
beamformer [2]! and the generalised sidelobe cariccllcr 
(GSC [4]). which will be used in the following. 
2.2.- Generalised Sidelobe Canceller 
The GSC performs an unconstrained optimization 
based on a project,ion of the input signal x[n] aivay 
from the constraint subspace, 
u[n] = C,x[.] . (4) 
The projection matrix C,, also known as blocking 
matrix: spans the iiullspace of C" arid ca.n be de- 
t.ermined by. for example. singular value decomposi- 
tion of the constraint matrix C. The quiescent vector 
wq = C(CHC)-'f defines a desired signal 
d[n] = w,"x[n] ! ( 5 )  
which fulfills the coristraint.s but st.ill cont.ains inter- 
ference t,erms. The resulting GSC structure with an 
adaptive coefficient vector w, is shown in Fig. 2. 
The optirnisation of the vector w, is an uncon- 
st,rained problem and can be solved using standard 
adaptive filters based on least mean square (LMS) type 
or recursive least squares (R.LS) algorit.hms [5] to can- 
cel the interference terms i n  $[n]. .As a.n example, a 
GSC based on the normalised LMS (NLMS) algorithm 
would take the form 
4.1 = d[n] - w:[n] * u[n] 
Similarly, any other adaptive filter could be con- 
structed based on the the input signal U[.] and the 
desired signal d[n]. 
2.3. Constraint Design 
To correctly handle the constraint design in the sub- 
band case later; a brief consideration of the fullband 
case is given. interpreting the constraint definition as 
a convolution. If we assurne that the signal of interest 
illuminating the array from broadside should be pre- 
served. the constraint equation can be formulated as 
[IL I L  . I,,] .w = f .  (8) -
CH 
The constraining vector f determines the desired im- 
pulse response of the array in the look direction: 
(9) 
H 
f = [fo fl ' . '  fL-13 . 
For a reception indiscriminate of frequency, f could 
be a centred impulse. However, sometimes the sig- 
nal of interest has spectral properties. which can be 
incorporated into the design [2]. -41~0, as the array 
exhibits almost no spatial resolution at  very low fre- 
quencies. sometimes a highpass characterstic can be 
embedded into f to improve the performance of the 
beamformer (61. 
3. Subband Adaptive Beamforming 
3.1. Oversampled Subband Adaptive Filtering 
Subband adaptive filtering is popularly based on 
oversampled filter banks [7. 111, where the decimation 
rate .Y is smaller than the number of frequency bands 
I<. The decomposition into oversampled subbands is 
performed by analysis and synthesis filter banks as 
shoivn in Fig. 3. If the filter banks are chosen cor- 
rectly. the desired and input signal usually supplied 
to a standard fullband adaptive filter can instead be 
Fig. 2. Generalized sidelobe canceller. 
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analysis filter bank synthesis filter bank 
Fig. 3. -4nalysis and synthesis filter bank. 
passed through analysis filter banks, and adaptive fil- 
ters are applied independently in each subband. This 
is shown in Fig. 5 for an adaptive syst,em idcritification 
setup. Finally, the result.ing subband error signals can 
be reconst,ruct,ed back into t,he fullband via the synthc- 
sis bank shown in Fig. 3. 
Performing subband a.daptive filtering (S.4F) allow 
a reduced computational complexity clue to the fact 
that (i) the filt,ers operating in the subbancl domain can 
be shortened by a factor of x S in order to achieve an 
identical modeling capability and (ii) the update rate 
is reduced by a factor of N .  The analysis filtcr bank 
generally also achieves a whitening of the signals in the 
subband domain! which results in a potentially faster 
convergence for LMS-type algorit.hms. Besides the low 
processing cost in subbands, t,he filter bank opera.t,ions 
can be imp1ement.ed efficiently and memory saving by 
employing modulated filt.er banks [lo]: whereby all fil- 
ters in Fig. 3 arc derived from t.he same prototype filter 
by complex modulation. This also means that for real 
valued input signals, K / 2  subbands are sufficient to 
process, as the remaining subbands arc only complex 
c0njugat.e copies [ 111. 
In the absence of ot,her error sources such as obscrva- 
tion noise or model truncat,ion. the limitations of S.AF 
lie in the aliasing prodiiccd in the subbands, which lim- 
its the mininium achievable error. and in t.he crror in 
power complementarity of the filter banks. which sets 
t,he maximally achievable accuracy of the overall SXF 
structure. In t.he case of rnodula.ted fi1t)er banks: both 
errors can be sta.ted in terms of the prototype filter 
~ 3 1 .  
Fig. 4. Subband adaptive beamformer. 
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The proposed subband adaptive beaIrifornier (SAB) 
st,ructure decomposes each sensor signal x,), [71] by 
means of an analysis filter bank, and applies an in- 
dependent beamformer to each subband, as shown in 
Fig. 4. In this case, the subband beamforrning algo- 
rithms are GSCs as given in Fig. 2. but could as well 
be replaced by other LCPVIV beamformers. Of impor- 
tance however is the application of correct coristrairits 
Fig. 5. Corist,raint projecthn by subband adap- 
tive system identification. 
to the S.ABs. which will be discussed in Sec 3.3 Fi- 
nally by means of using a svnthesis bank. a fullband 
beamformer output can be rccoristructed from the SXB 
outputs. 
.After adaptation of the S.\Bs. an equivalent full- 
band beamformer can be calculated by exciting in turn 
each sensor signal L,,, [ T I ]  by an impulse while feeding ze- 
10s to all othcr inputs. The impulse response observed 
at  the reconstructed beamformer output e[.] then rep- 
resents thr cquivalent filtei w,, in Fig. 1. 
3.3. Subband Projection of Constraints 
3.2. Subband Adaptive Beamforming Structure 
Sec. 2.3 highlighted the frequency information in- 
corporated in the constraining vector, f .  Therefore, 
an appropriate projection of f into the subband do- 
main is required prior to performing S-AB according to 
Sec. 3.2. This projection caii be interpreted as a sub- 
band system identification task. which can be evaluated 
adaptively according to Fig. 5. The impulse response 
of the unknown systerri in this identification is given 
bv the coefficients of the constraining vector f .  while 
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the subband adaptive filters in the adapted state rep- 
resent the subband constraining vectors, f,. An alter- 
native method to  adaptive identification is the direct 
analytical projection accoic!ing to  [12]. which gives the 
optimum subband responses f,,, . 
The constraint projection opens an interesting ar- 
gument why critically sampled systems would fail ~ I I  
this situation. The structure in Fig. 2 may work even 
if the input signal contained aliasing (as opposed to 
a multichannel algorithm with explicit desired signal). 
However. a projection of thc constraints would remain 
suboptimal, as the identification problem in Fig. 5 re- 
quired either adaptive cross-terms between at least ad- 
jacent subbands [3] or the introduction of spectral gaps 
in the analysis bank [14]. In the first case. the adapted 
cross terms indicate that aditional beamformers over 
the K used in Fig. 4 where required. where the latter 
possibility introduces loss. Hence ovcrsarnpled filter 
banks appear to be the correct way forward 
3.4. Computational Complexity 
For GSC beamforrning. the complexity in the non- 
adaptive preprocessing (4) and ( 5 )  requires LAY( L M -  
r + l )  multiplications, which is one order of L above 
the processing power for LMS-type algorithms and 
only slightly less than what is demanded by the RLS. 
Note. that therefore regardless of the algorithm. a GSC 
beamformer yields a complexity of O( L') miiltiplica- 
tions. In subband processing. the filter length LSAU 
and number of constraints rsAB can be reduced to 
for a beamformer of identical modelling capabilities to 
the fullband (111. If the equivalent fullband beam- 
former length L is considerably larger than the length 
of the analysis filters. L,. the resulting reduction in 
computational complexity for going from a fiillbaiid to 
a subband implementation is approximately -V3/h*. 
4. Simulation Results 
The proposed subband adaptive beamformer is com- 
pared to a fullband beamformer of equivalent mod- 
elling capabilites for the follo\ving scenario. An array 
of Af = 11 sensors receives a white signal of interest 
from broadside. This signal is corrupted by observa- 
tion noise a t  5 dB SKR and an intcrferer illuniinating 
the array from an angle of 3 = -20" at -37 dB SIKR 
with spectral proporties as givcn in Fig. 6. 
Both interference and noise should be adaptively 
suppressed by a fullband beamformcr with L = 100 
Fig. 6. PSDs of signal components a t  array. 
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Fig. 7. Learning curves of beamformers 
coeficients in temporal dimension: using a GSC struc- 
t.we updated by the NLMS algorithm with ii = 0.25. 
The SAB works in K / 2  = 8 subbands decimated by 
1Y = 14. \Yith a filter length of L,  = 448 for the pro- 
totype filter of the analysis filter bank, the filter length 
of cacli of t,lie sub-beamformers in Fig. 4 is LSI-\B = 40 
according t,o (10). The prot,ot,ype filt,er is chosen such 
that the performance limitations of t,he SAB due to 
aliasing in t.he subbands are below the imposed limit,a- 
tion by thc observation noise. 
The ensemble averaged squared residual error 
(beamformer output minus signal of interest) is given 
for both fiillband and subband simulations in Fig. 7. 
Although the fullband algorit.hm initially converges 
slight,ly faster and the SAB exhibits a lower steady 
state crror! the performances of both beamformers 
appear comparable. However. the subband adaptive 
beamformer requires only 16'X of the calculations used 
by the fullband beamformer. 
After adaptat,ion of the SAB and reconstruction 
of an equivalent fullband beamformer according to 
Sec. 3 .2 .  Fig. 8 shows the calculated beam pattern over 
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Fig. 8. Beam pattern. 
the normalized frequency range [O: 0.65~1. Kot,e that 
spatial nulls have been placed at  an  angle of r? = -20’ 
to suppress the interferer present on the frequency in- 
terval is shown in Fig. 6. The fulfillment cf the con- 
straint to receive the signal of interest from broadside. 
B = 0”: can also be verified. 
5. Conclusions 
We -have int.roduced a computationally efficient, 
broadband beamforming structure, whereby linearly 
constrained mininiuxri variance beamformer units are 
operated independently in oversampled subbands. 
Methods for correctly translating the beamformer% 
constraints int.0 the subband domain have been dis- 
cussed. Specifically. we have applied a generalised side- 
lobe canceller, which allows an unconstrained optimi- 
sation using standard adaptive filters. For long bea.m- 
forming filters, the reduction in computational com- 
plexity was shown to  be reduced by a factor of appros- 
imately N 3 / K ,  where K is the nuniber of subbands 
decimated by a factor of N. 
Limitations of the subband ada.ptive beaniforniing 
(SAB) , structure by aliasing and non-perfect. recon- 
struction of the filter banks has been briefly discussed. 
nhich however can be cont,rolled by appropriate design 
of the-filter banks. This fact. taken into account, similar 
behaviour with respect to adaptation speed and steady- 
state performance for a GSC beamformer driven by an 
NLh,IS adaptive algorit~hrn has been demonstart,ed for 
fullband and subband ixnplenientations. The compara- 
ble performance of the SXB was however achieved at a 
much lower computational cost,. 
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